We demonstrated lasing in localized optical resonances of deterministic aperiodic structures with pseudorandom morphologies. The localized lasing modes in two-dimensional arrays of air nanoholes in GaAs membranes occur at reproducible spatial locations, and their frequencies are only slightly affected by the structural fluctuations in different samples. A numerical study on the resonances of the passive systems and optical imaging of lasing modes enabled us to interpret the observed lasing behavior in terms of distinctive localized resonances in the two-dimensional pseudorandom structures. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. ͓doi:10.1063/1.3519844͔
Unlike conventional lasers that utilize mirrors or periodic structures to trap light, random lasers rely on the multiple scattering of light in disordered media for optical feedback and light confinement. [1] [2] [3] A major limitation to device applications of random lasers is the lack of control and reproducibility of the lasing modes, namely, the frequencies and spatial locations of lasing modes are unpredictable, varying randomly from sample to sample. Here, we propose to solve this problem by engineering lasing modes in deterministic structures with pseudorandom aperiodic order. The deterministic aperiodic structures, which can be made by the standard nanofabrication techniques, provide the design and fabrication reproducibility required by many practical applications.
Different from random structures, deterministic aperiodic structures ͑DASs͒ are defined by the iteration of simple mathematical rules, rooted in symbolic dynamics and prime number theory, which possess very rich spectral features. 4 DAS can be implemented in physical systems as diverse as dielectric multilayers, [5] [6] [7] [8] nanopillars, 9,10 and nanoparticle arrays. [11] [12] [13] The structural complexity of DASs is measured by their spatial Fourier spectra, which are discrete ͑singular͒ for quasiperiodic systems, singular-continuous, or absolutely continuous for pseudorandom structures of increasing complexity. In the recent years, there have been detailed studies on lasing in one-dimensional ͑1D͒ and two-dimensional ͑2D͒ quasiperiodic photonic media. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] However, structures with absolutely continuous Fourier spectra or pseudorandom DAS have not been investigated so far. In this paper, we demonstrate laser action in 2D pseudorandom media with robust localized lasing modes occurring at reproducible spatial locations and frequencies. We anticipate that the study of lasing in pseudorandom DAS can result in the engineering of multifrequency coherent light sources suitable for planar integration with photonic chips.
The primary example of the pseudorandom DAS is the Rudin-Shapiro ͑RS͒ sequence. 4 In a two-letter alphabet, the RS sequence can be obtained by the iteration of the inflation: AA → AAAB, AB → AABA, BA → BBAB, and BB → BBBA.
This inflation method has recently been generalized from 1D sequence to 2D by alternating the 1D inflation map along the orthogonal directions. 20 According to this rule, we can deterministically assign the positions of scattering objects ͑spheres, cylinders, etc.͒ across a 2D array once their minimum separation has been chosen. Following this approach, we have fabricated in a free-standing GaAs membrane 2D arrays of air holes arranged in a RS sequence. A 190-nmthick GaAs layer and a 1000-nm-thick Al 0.75 Ga 0.25 As layer are grown on a GaAs substrate by molecular beam epitaxy. Three InAs quantum wells are embedded in the GaAs layer. The RS pattern was written on a 300-nm-thick electron-beam resist ZEP layer with the electron-beam lithography. Then, the pattern was transferred into the Al 0.75 Ga 0.25 As layer by chlorine-based inductive coupled plasma reactive ion etching with the ZEP layer as the mask. The ZEP layer is subsequently removed in an oxygen plasma cleaning process. Finally, the Al 0.75 Ga 0.25 As layer is selectively etched in a dilute HF solution. Figure 1͑a͒ of the structure produces the spectrum shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ , which corresponds to the far-field diffraction pattern. Unlike a quasiperiodic structure with discrete Bragg peaks, 14 the RS structure features a large density of spatial frequency components that form nearly continuous bands. As the system size increases, the spectrum approaches the continuous Fourier spectrum of a white-noise random process.
To investigate the resonant modes of the 2D RS structure in a slab geometry, we performed numerical calculation using the three-dimensional ͑3D͒ finite-difference time-domain ͑FDTD͒ method. The structural parameters used in the simulations were identical to those of the fabricated sample in Fig. 1͑a͒ . We considered the transverse electric ͑TE͒ field, namely, the electric field parallel to the slab, because experimentally the laser emission is TE polarized. Optical pulses, with a center wavelength of 880 nm and a spectral width of 30 nm, were launched at randomly selected locations across the pattern. Figure 2͑a͒ is the calculated spectrum of electromagnetic field inside the structure after the excitation pulse left. It contains many resonant modes of distinct frequencies. The spatial distribution of electric field intensity, shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ , illustrates that the resonant modes are localized at different positions of the structure. The top and bottom insets in Fig. 2͑b͒ show two strongly localized modes at wavelengths = 859.2 and 867.1 nm. Their quality ͑Q͒ factors are 570 and 200, respectively. The right inset shows a coupled resonance with = 867.2 nm and Q = 300. Because of its flat Fourier spectrum, the RS structure can support many localized modes, each having a well-defined frequency and position. The Q values of these localized modes are limited by the vertical leakage of light out of the slab.
In the lasing experiments, the samples were cooled to 10 K in a continuous-flow liquid helium cryostat and optically pumped by a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser ͑pulse width of ϳ200 fs, center wavelength of ϳ790 nm, and pulse repetition rate of ϳ76 MHz͒. A long working distance objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.4 was used to focus the pump light to the structure at normal incidence. The diameter of pump spot on the sample was about 2 m. The pump spot was moved across the sample to excite localized modes at different positions. The emission from the sample was collected by the same objective lens. The emission spectrum was measured by a 0.5 m spectrometer with a liquid nitrogen cooled coupled charged device ͑CCD͒ array detector. Simultaneously, the spatial distribution of the emission intensity across the sample surface was imaged by a TE-cooled CCD camera. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the evolution of emission spectrum with increasing pump power. Two spectral peaks were observed at low pump. One of them grew rapidly with increasing pump power above a characteristic threshold. Figure 3͑b͒ shows the threshold behavior of the peak intensity versus the incident pump power P. We observed that the spectral width ⌬ of the peak also decreased dramatically with increasing P. Above threshold, the hot carrier effect, produced by the short pump pulse, prevented a further reduction of ⌬, and at higher P, it caused a slight increase of ⌬. This is because the carrier distribution kept changing in time during the short lasing period following the pump pulse. Consequently, the refractive index changes in time, causing a continuous redshift of lasing frequency. 21, 22 In our time-integrated measurement of lasing spectrum, the transient frequency shift results in a broadening of the lasing line. Such broadening increases with the hot carrier density and becomes dominant at the highest pump power.
To map the spatial profile of the intensity of this lasing mode, we have used a bandpass filter to block the pump light and imaged the spatial distribution of the emission intensity on the sample surface. The image in Fig. 3͑c͒ reveals a hot spot of laser emission on top of a broad background of ͑am-plified͒ spontaneous emission within the pumping area. It is evident that the lasing mode is localized inside the RS pattern whose boundary is marked by the square in Fig. 3͑c͒ . The lateral dimension of the lasing mode is approximately 2 m, which agrees well with the size of localized modes in our numerical simulation. When we shifted the pump spot across the sample, the lasing modes changed in terms of locations, frequencies, and spatial profiles. Figure 3͑d͒ shows the intensity distribution of a lasing mode excited at a different position in the structure. This mode exhibits two regions of intense laser emission, suggesting that it originates from a coupled resonance, in agreement with the numerical calculation shown in the right inset in Fig. 2 .
To prove the reproducibility of lasing modes in the pseudorandom DAS, we fabricated three identical RS patterns on the same wafer. Figure 4͑a͒ shows the lasing spectra of three patterns when the same area was optically pumped. We observed the same lasing peaks with a slight shift in wavelength. More quantitatively, the wavelength shift is within 0.3% of the lasing wavelength. Although the lasing peak blueshifted with increasing pump power below and near the lasing threshold ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒, it remained at almost the same spectral position once the pump power exceeded the lasing threshold. The wavelength shift was caused by a change in the carrier density, which was clamped above the lasing threshold ͑a result of gain saturation͒. The three spectra in Fig. 4͑a͒ were taken at the pump powers well above the lasing thresholds; thus, the shift of lasing wavelengths was caused by a slight structural variation due to limited fabrication accuracy. To simulate the wavelength shift, we extracted the structures from the top-view SEM images and input them to the 3D FDTD calculation. 23 We launched short excitation pulses within the pump area and found the resonant modes of similar wavelength. As shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ , the mode wavelength indeed shifts slightly from pattern to pattern. The resonant wavelengths are not exactly equal to the measured ones; they differ by approximately 1%. This difference is attributed to the limited accuracy in determining the value of refractive index due to low temperature and hot carrier effect. Nevertheless, both the overall trend of wavelength shift and the intensity distribution of the modes well match our experimental data.
In summary, we found that pseudorandom arrays of air holes in GaAs membranes can support spatially localized optical resonances that exhibit clear lasing behavior in the presence of gain. Moreover, we proved that the spectral positions of these lasing modes are reproducible and robust against the structural fluctuations in different samples due to fabrication imperfections. The deterministic aperiodic systems provide an alternative approach from random media and photonic crystals for the engineering of multifrequency coherent light sources and complex cavities amenable to predictive theories and technology integration. 
